Abstract-We present a novel observability analysis approach based on the factor graphs and Gaussian belief propagation (BP) algorithm. The observable islands are identified by following the evolution of marginal variances of the state variables. The resulting algorithm, due to the sparsity of the underlying power network, has the linear computational complexity, making it particularly suitable for solving large-scale systems. The algorithm can be flexibly matched to distributed computational resources, allowing for determination of observable islands in a distributed fashion. Finally, we discuss performances of the proposed BP-based observability analysis using power systems ranging between 1354 and 70000 buses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motivation: Deregulation of the electric power industry has lead to formation of distributed control centers that operate over portions of a large interconnected power system. Such an evolution of power systems calls for distributed monitoring and control operations [1] . Power system monitoring as part of the energy management system increasingly relies on the distributed, scalable and computationally efficient state estimation (SE) routines, that include the network topology processor, observability analysis, SE algorithm, and bad data processing.
Literature Review: In the past decades, comprehensive distributed SE studies have been published that rely mainly on the SE algorithm and bad data processing. Beyond these studies, computationally efficient and distributed observability analysis received significantly less attention. In general, observability analysis can be performed using numerical [2] - [5] and topological [6] - [8] methods, where numerical methods are based on the factorization and structure exploitation of the system matrices, while topological methods exploit graph theory [9, Ch. 4] . We note that most of the algorithms reported in the literature combine the above two methods. In [10] , [11] authors proposed the distributed observability analysis based on numerical methods that require coordination among areas, where observability restoration is accomplished by a noniterative approach. Authors in [12] analyzed the distributed observability in terms of a consensus algorithm, providing conditions which enable solving the system of equations.
Belief observability analysis approach, thereby complementing our recent work on BP-based SE [13] . As demonstrated in [13] , in terms of estimation accuracy, placing the SE algorithm in the BP framework does not require observability analysis. However, we provide the observability analysis integrated in the BP framework to allow the control center to identify observable islands, or alternatively, to use BP-based observability analysis as a stand-alone routine (not necessarily in conjunction with BP-based SE). The proposed algorithm tracks only estimates of variance values of the system state variables.
The proposed algorithm is suitable for solving large-scale systems, and it is flexible and easy to distribute and parallelize. Thus, even if implemented in the framework of centralized SE, it can be flexibly matched to distributed computational resources. Further, the BP-based algorithm is numerically robust, because it does not include direct factorization or inversion of matrices, thereby avoiding inaccurate computation of zero pivots and incorrect choice of a zero threshold.
II. OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS
Commonly, the observability analysis in power systems is performed on the linear decoupled measurement model [14, Ch. 7] , that we follow in this paper. Its function is to decide if the given set of measurements M is sufficient to solve the system. When the given set of measurements M is not sufficient, it must identify all the possible observable islands that can be independently solved [2] , where an observable island is defined as follows: 
III. BP-BASED OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS
The BP framework starts with the construction of the factor graph with the set of variable nodes X that represent state variables and the set of factor nodes F m that correspond to the set of measurements M. Note that a factor node connects to a variable node if and only if the state variable associated with the variable node is an argument of the corresponding measurement function associated with the factor node [13] .
In our setup, out of the set F m , we retain a subset of factor nodes F w that correspond to linearly independent set of power flow and power injection measurement functions. Finally, using the property that the BP is robust to ill-conditioned scenarios caused by significant differences between measurement variances [13] , we augment the set of factor nodes with additional set of virtual factor nodes defined as follows: Definition 2. The virtual factor node f i ∈ F v is a singlyconnected factor node attached to the variable node x i ∈ X , with the variance set either to zero or to infinity.
Note that virtual factor nodes are equivalent to the pseudomeasurements of the voltage angles at buses. Thus, the final factor graph under observation consists of the set of variable nodes X and the set of factor nodes F v ∪ F w = F .
A. Determination of Observable Islands
The BP-based observability analysis algorithm tracks evolution of marginal variances of state variables, establishing observability criteria in relation to whether or not variances converge to a unique fixed point. Let us consider, for the time being, that the system is a fully observable, and the Jacobian matrix is defined according to power flows and injections measurement functions. According to Definition 1, the values of the state variables corresponding to the buses will be uniquely determined if at least one of the state variables in this set is declared known (i.e., introducing voltage angle pseudo-measurement). Then, the Jacobian matrix has a full rank [14, Sec. 7.1.3], while respectively, the marginal BP variances converge to a unique fixed point. Indeed, according to Lemma 1 of [15] and Theorem 2 of [16] , variances always converge to a unique fixed point if the fixed point exists. However, when the system is unobservable, it is still possible to identify subsets of state variables that converge to a unique point, and we explore this feature in the proposed method [16] .
Consider a factor graph with the set of variable nodes X , the set of linearly independent factor nodes F w , and the set of virtual factor nodes F v constructed as follows. The set F v contains n factor nodes, out of which a single one has a variance set to zero and is attached to an arbitrary (randomly selected) variable node (we call this factor node "a probe"), and the remaining n−1 have their variances set to infinity and are attached to the remaining n − 1 variable nodes. Note that this class of virtual factor nodes is required to inject an infinite variance if the variable node is singly-connected, otherwise they have no effect.
We formalize the proposed setup used to detect observable islands in Algorithm 1, where F i \ f s represents the set of factor nodes incident to the variable node x i , excluding the factor node f s , and X s \x i is the set of variable nodes incident to the factor node f s , excluding the variable node x i . After the initialization (lines 1-9), the identification of observable islands procedure starts by selecting a random node from the set X (ν) and attaching to it a probe factor node, where ν denotes the number of passes through the procedure (line 12). The message-passing starts with initial messages from variable nodes x i ∈ X (ν) to factor nodes f s ∈ F is proclaimed observable, i.e., x i ∈ X determine linearly independent set of functions 3:
for Each x i ∈ X do 4: assign virtual factor node f i ∈ Fv with infinite variance 5:
end for 6:
initialize counter ν = 0 7:
initialize the set of variable nodes X (ν) = X 8:
initialize the set of factor nodes F while
define probe factor node with zero variance 13: set all messages from x i ∈ X (ν) to fs ∈ F (ν) w on finite values 14:
procedure MESSAGE-PASSING FRAMEWORK 15:
while stopping criterion is not met do 16:
for Each fs ∈ F (ν)
for Each x i ∈ X (ν) do 20:
(v (τ )
21:
procedure MARGINAL VARIANCES 25:
for Each x i ∈ X (ν) do 26:
27: end for 28:
end procedure 29:
initialize the set of observable variable nodes X
for Each x i ∈ X (ν) do 31: ifvx i has finite variance then 32: the variable node is observable X form 
B. Observability Restoration
Observability restoration should be done in a way to protect previously-determined observable states from being corrupted by the set of pseudo-measurements. In general, this can be achieved by ensuring that the set of pseudo-measurements is a non-redundant set, or using very high variances of pseudomeasurements [14, Sec. 7.3.2] . However, the Gaussian BP is robust to ill-conditioned scenarios caused by significant differences between measurement variances, which allows adding arbitrarily large redundant set of pseudo-measurements with high value of variances to merge observable islands without impact to the observable states. Namely, the BP-based SE algorithm will provide the solution to the state variables in the observable parts of the system, while being unaffected by as many existing pseudo-measurements there are in the system. This comes at the price of computational complexity, as we are adding redundant factor nodes that consume computational time. In that sense, we note that the proposed algorithm will significantly reduce the computational complexity of the static BP-based SE [13] by reducing the number of pseudomeasurements.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To evaluate the BP-based algorithm, we compare the execution time of the BP-based observability analysis to that of the numerical method based on the nodal variable formulation [9, Sec. 4.6.2] . Note that, the execution time of the BP-based algorithm also includes determination of the linearly independent set and BP preprocessing routines. We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm using power systems with 1354, 2000, 10000, 25000 and 70000 buses [17] , [18] . For each power system, we generate 40000 random measurement configurations, according to different redundancies, in order to obtain average execution performances. The measurement set includes active power flow on both branch sides and active power injection measurements. Fig. 1 shows distributions of the execution time of the BPbased observability analysis and state-of-the-art nodal-based method 1 . Each box plot contains 40000 simulations, where the number of measurements varies across the power systems under consideration, between 2606 and 5002 for 1354-bus, and 139596 and 233470 for 70000-bus power system. In all simulated scenarios, the BP-observability analysis is superior in terms of the execution time, while always producing exactly the same outputs in terms of obtained sequences of observable islands.
V. CONCLUSIONS We presented a novel computationally efficient BP-based observability analysis suitable for large-scale data processing in electric power systems that can be easily implemented as part of a fully distributed architecture. As it turns out, the proposed algorithm is similar to the decoding of low-density parity-check codes over erasure channels [19] , which may inspire further work in this domain.
